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Let A be a CDG (commutative differential graded) algebra over a field of 
characteristic 0, and B(A), the bar construction of A. If C is a DG (differential 
graded) A @ A- module, define B(A; C) = C BAOR B(A). If C’ and C” are 
DG A-modules, then B(A; C’ @ C”) coincides with the usual two sided bar 
construction B(C’, A, C”). (See [12].) In this sense, B(A; C) closes the two sides 
of the bar construction and is therefore “circular”. 
The geometric significance of B(A; C) lies in the case where A = A(M) and 
C = A(N) are the Rham complexes and the A @ A-module structure of C is 
induced by a differentiable map f : N-t M x M. Theorem 0.1[6] (Theorem 
4.3.1[5]) asserts that, if M and N are differentiable manifolds and if M is simply 
connected with finite Betti numbers, then H(B(A; C)) is the real cohomology of 
the pullback space Ef of the following pullback diagram of the free path fibration 
of M: 
E, -r+ P(M) 
N--f-+MxM 
where P(M) is the space of all smooth paths of IV, and (p,, , pr) is the end point 
map given by y w (y(O), y(l)). In particular, the Eilenberg-Moore spectral 
sequence for fibrations can be treated through such a pullback. For a topological 
approach in this respect, see [8]. 
This article treats the algebraic aspect of the circular bar construction, while 
the geometric aspect has been considered in [6]. As in the case of the two sided 
bar construction, the circular bar construction has a filtration, which results a 
convergent spectral sequence under a simple connectedness condition. 
The bar construction, which can be viewed as a path space functor in the 
category of CDG algebras, leads to a notion of homotopy called the bar homotopy. 
It agrees with the smooth homotopy through the de Rham complex functor and 
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is weaker than the usual algebraic notion of homotopy in that category. If both A 
and C are CDG algebras, then every ordered pair of DG algebra mapsf, g: A -+ C 
makes C a DGA @ A-module, which is denoted by Co,8) . The spectral sequence 
of B(A; Co,s)) depends only on the respective bar homotopy classes off an g. 
The first two sections of this work treats the above mentioned notions and their 
properties including examples which relate the Hopf invariants and Weil homo- 
morphisms. The third section is devoted to the cohomology of the circular bar 
construction B(A; C). The main result of this section (Theorem 3.6) can be 
brifly stated as follows: 
Let A be a CDG algebra with an augmentation, and let C be a DG A-module. 
If (K[x], d) + A is a minimal model of A and if K[%] is the free CDG algebra 
obtained from the free CDG algebra K[x] by suppressing the degree of each 
generator in the set x by 1, then there exists a differential 6 of C @ K[s] and a DG 
map 
(C @ /~[a], 6) + B(A; k @ C) = B(k, A, C) 
that induces a cohomology isomorphism. 
(0.2) 
The general idea of the proof is as follows: If A is the free CDG algebra K[x] 
with the trivial differential, then there is an associated Koszul complex k[x, z]. 
The DG tensor product C @rc[Z~ K[x, %] can be identified with C @ K[%] equipped 
with a differential. In this special case, we conclude from a standard argument hat 
the DG map (0.2) is a cohomology isomorphism. In the general case, A is replaced 
by its minimal model (K[x], d). Th e f reeness of k[x] and the nilpotency condition 
on the differential gives rise to a Koszul-Sullivan complex, that does the same 
trick through an argument of spectral sequences. 
The cohomology of an untestricted circular bar construction B(A; C) can be 
computed through a two sided Koszul-Sullivan complex, which generalizes 
a two sided Koszul complex [ 11. The existence of such two-sided Koszul-Sullivan 
complex in general has yet to be established. 
The appendix contains a lemma, which provides an inductive step for a direct 
construction of a Koszul-Sullivan complex. Such a direct construction yields a 
more explicit formulation of the differential and a map to a bar construction, 
which are essential ingredients of the proof for Theorem 3.6. Lemma A.2 of 
the appendix establishes a Hopf algebraic convolution (or antipode) for the bar 
construction. 
Throughout this paper, K will denote a field of characteristic 0. Unless other- 
wise specified, all vector spaces and their tensor products will be over K. Every 
algebra is assumed to contian 1. For every CG (commutative graded) algebra, 
the commutativity is in the graded sense so that o2 = 0 for every homogeneous 
element er of odd degree. For every CDG algebra A = {Ap}, we assume that 
AP = 0 forp < 0 and, for the sake of simplicity, Ho(A) = k. 
For every homogeneous element 7~ of a graded vector space, set 
Jv = (-l)des%. 
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1. THE BAR CONSTRUCTION 
First, we are going to recall the definition of the bar construction B(A) of a 
CDG algebra A. For the case of A0 = K, the reduced bar construction B(A) = 
&o @‘A+ is defined to be the CDG algebra spanned by elements of the type 
24 = [WI 1 ... / w,.] = w1 @ ..' @ w, , 720 
with deg u = C( - 1 + deg wi), where each wi is a homogeneous element of A+. 
The differential d, of B(A) is given by 
d~u = 1 (~l)~[Jwr / ‘.. / Jwi-1 j dwi j Wi+l i ... 1 We] 
l&r 
- ,z<, (--lNJw, I ... I 1w-l I Jwiwi+l I u.‘i+z I ... ’ 4, 
and the multiplication of B(A) is given by 
[wl I .+. I w,I[w,+~ i ... w,.+,l = 1 40; Pl ,..., P,+J [wdl) I ... ( wd,+,d 
summing over all (r, S) shuffles u, where e(~;pr ,...,pr+,) denotes the sign 
difference between two products q ... au,+, and ~s’~(r) ... ZJ~(+.+~) for elements ni of 
degree pi = - 1 + deg wi , i = 1,. . . , Y + S, in an arbitrary CG algebra. 
As a CG algebra, the bar construction B(A) is simply the tensor product 
A @ B(A) @ A so that it is spanned by elements of the type 
W‘UWU = w’[wl 1 .” 1 WJW”, 
The differential dB of B(A) is given by 
w’, WI’ E A. 
da(w’uw”) = dAgBta,&w’uw”) - Jw’w,[w, / ... 1 w,]w” + J(w’u’)w~w”, (1.1) 
where dA @,T(~ ) OA denotes the differential for the tensor product, and u’ = 
[wr 1 ... / wr-,I. Thus B(A) is a CDG algebra. 
Remark. Our sign convention for the differential dB differs from the usual 
convention as in [12] for the purpose of conformity with a corresponding 
differential in analysis (Proposition 1.5.2[5]). The analytical sign convention 
is, in turn, dictated by two factors: (a) The convention of defining d(fdg) to be 
df A dg instead of dg A df, and (b) the choice of using iterated integrals of the 
type S WI ... w, instead of the type s w, ... wr , where the subscript also indicates 
the order of integration during the process of iterated integration. 
There are DG algebra maps 
e,,e,: A-+B(A) (1.2) 
respectively given by w’ ++ w’[ ] and w” t-t [ ]w”. Therefore B(A) can be regarded 
as a two-sided DG A-module or a DG A @ A-module. 
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The comultiplication of B(A) is a DG algebra map 
B(A) - B(A) @a B(A) (1.3) 
given by w’[wi 1 ... / w,.]w” i--t &cicr w’[wi 1 .‘. 1 wi] @A [wi+r 1 ... 1 w~]w”. The 
fact that this map respects the multiplication of B(A), is the consequence of the 
comultiplication of B(A). (See [9].) A d irect verification shows that the map (1.3) 
is DG. Geometrically, the map reflects path products. (See (1.6.1) [Sj.) 
Let 71. be the order reversing permutation of r letters so that T(;) = r - i. Let 
4 = (Sl >...> qT) with qi = -1 + deg wi . There is a DG algebra automorphism 
A: B(A) + B(A) (1.4) 
given by w’[ ] H [ ]w’, [ ]w” + w”[ ] and 
[WI ... I wrl - (-1Y4Tr; m% I ... 14. 
Geometrically, h corresponds to the map of reversing the orientation of paths. 
A direct verification shows that this is a DG map. The fact that the map is an 
algebra automorphism, follows from a verification that the induced map 
B(A) ‘--t B(A) respects the multiplication. For detail, see Lemma A.2. 
In the general case, where the condition of Aa = k is removed, let a be the 
CDG algebra obtained from A through replacing As with k. Then the bar 
construction B(A) is defined to be a suitable quotient CDG algebra of 
A @a B(a) @A A = A @ B(A) @ A. For detail, see [4]. The DG algebra maps 
(1.3) and (1.4) of B(A^) induce corresponding maps of B(A). 
For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume in this paper the condition A0 = k, 
even though our discussion should be valid without this condition. 
For any DG A @ A-module C, define the circular bar construction B(A; C) 
to be the DG tensor product C gaBA B(A), which can be identified with the 
tensor product C @ B(A) equipped with a differential d given by 
4” 0 [WI I ... I w,l> = &maP 0 [WI ’ .*. 1 WJ - Jo . (WI @ 1) [w2 j ... [ WJ 
+ C-1) deg u’deg pcv Jy . (1 @ w,) Ju’, (1.5) 
;rF;;c;’ = [wl I ... I w,-d and 4 B~caj denotes the differential of the tensor 
There is a filtration F of B(A; C) such that, for s 3 0, F-“B(A; C) is spanned 
by elements of the type z, @ [wr 1 ... 1 w,] with r < s and F”B(A; C) = 0 for 
s > 0. Let (&.(A; C)} be the resulting spectral sequence. Then ErS(A; C) = 0 
for s > 0 so that the differential E;$(A; C) + &?+‘(A; C) is trivial provided 
Y < s. Observe that the filtration of B(A; C) is complete both above and below. 
Moreover, it follows from (1 S) that 
E;“(A; C) = H(C) @ (6 H(A)) (1.6) 
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where ap(A) = Hp+l(A) forp > 0 and ffa(A) = 0 forp < 0. The next lemma 
is a consequence. 
LEMMA 1.1. If A + A’ and C + C’ are cohomology isomorphisms, then there 
are induced isomorphisms E,.(A; C) N E,(A’; C’), r > 1, and 
H(B(A; C)) ‘v H(B(A’; C’)). 
There is a sequence of edge epimorphisms 
H(C) = E,O(A; C) ---f ‘1. + E,O(A; C) ---f . . . . (1.7) 
Each edge term EF+:,(A; C) = E,O(A; C)/dJ;‘(A; C), r > 1, is a quotient of 
H(C) and relates to Massey products in a generalized sense. (See [I I].) 
EXAMPLE. Let A = A(P) and C = A(S3) be the respective de Rham 
complexes of the 2- and 3-spheres. Then A acts on C trivially and also nontrivially 
via the Hopf fibration f: S3 -+ S2. This makes C a DG A @ A-module. (The 
condition A0 = K can be met by replacing A(S2) with a subalgebra spanned by 1 
and a closed 2-form w.) 
According to Theorem 0.1[6], H(B(A; C)) is isomorphic to the real coho- 
mology of the fiber 9. Write EL’,’ = EF”*~(A; C), we are going to verify that the 
spectral sequence differential 
d, : E;2*4 = Ho(C) @ H”(A) @ H2(A) + H3(C) = E,oS3 (1.8) 
is surjective. If w is a closed 2-form on S2 representing a generator w of H2(A), 
then f *w = dc for some a-form c on S3, and the map (1.8) is given by 
1 @ w @ w++ the cohomology class of cf *w. 
Therefore the surjection (1.8) will imply that the integral ss3 cf *w is not zero. 
It has been observed by J. H. C. Whitehead that, after a normalization of w, this 
integral is equal to the Hopf invariant off. (See [14].) 
Since E;133 = 0, we have EiT3 = Ef33 = H3(C). Similarly 
E;2,4 = ETzP4 = Ho(C) @ H2(A) @ H”(A). 
Since fP(B(A; C)) = 0 and E;395 = 0, r > 1, we have 
,,$3 = . . . = E23 = 0. 
Consequently, the differential (1.8) is surjective. 
If u=l@[wlw]+c@[w]~F-2B(A;C), then du = cf*w@[]E 
FOB(A; C). This means that d2: E;2v4 --j EiS3 sends the element represented by u 
to the cohomology class of the closed 3-form cf *w in H3(C) = I$,“. 
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2. BAR HOMOTOPY 
The bar construction provides a notion of homotopy, which is motivated by 
the following geometric consideration: Let A = A(M) and C = A(N) be the 
de Rham complexes of two differentiable spaces M and N. Let f, g: N + M 
be two differentiable maps. If h: I x N ---f M is a smooth homotopy from f to g, 
then there is an induced map h: N + P(M) such that h(y)(t) = h(t, y), f = p,$ 
and g = p,h, where P(M) is the smooth path space of AZ, and p, and p, are the 
end point maps. 
The homotopy h gives rise to a composite DG algebra map 
B(A) + A(P(M)) h*_ A(N) = c 
where the first arrow is the canonical map given by 
w’[wl / ... ( WV] wn F+p$wI A 
I 
WI -*- w, A pl*w”. 
(See Chapter 4[5].) Under this composite map, we have eOw’ = w’[ ] ++ f *w’ and 
elwn = [ ]w” *g*w”. 
DEFINITION. In the category of CDG algebras, f, g: A + Care bar homotopic 
if there exists a DG algebra map h: B(A) -+ C such that he, = f and he, = g. 
The DG algebra map h is called a bar homotopy from f to g. 
This definition of homotopy is evidently consistent with the smooth homotopy 
throught the de Rham complex functor. The next assertion says that the bar 
homotopy is weaker than the usual algebraic homotopy [2]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let k[t, dt] be the free CDG algebra havzng two generators t and 
dt of degree 0 and 1 respectively such that the dzj%rential sends t to dt. Let A and C 
be CDG algebra, and let f, g: A --f C be two DG algebra maps. If h: A -+ 
k[t, dt] @ C is an algebraic homotopy from f tog in the obvious sense, then f is bar 
homotopic to g. 
Proof. Every element u of k[t, dt] @ C can be written uniquely as a sum 
u = (dt @ 1)~’ + u”, u’, U” E k[t] @ C. 
Define a graded map of degree -1 
I : k[t, dt] @ C+ k[t] @ CC k[t, dt] @ C 
givenbyu+J,zJi h t, w ere the integration is in the usual sense so that JO tn dt = 
P+l/(n + 1). For ur ,..., u, E k[t, dt] @ C, define inductively the iterated integral 
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s 0 % ~~~~,=~~(~~~~~~~~,.-~)~,andset~~*,~~~u,=(~,u,~~~u,),,,~C.Then 
the map 
h: B(A) -+ c 
given by w’[wr 1 ... ) zur]w” ~fzu’($ hw, ... hw,.)gw” is a DG algebra map. (This 
can be verified essentially in the same manner as an analytic case in Sections 1.4 
and 1.5[5].) Observe that h is a bar homotopy fromf to g. Hence the theorem is 
proved. 
Remark. The notion of algebraic homotopy in this theorem is rather strong. 
For example, consider the case of A = C = A(R+). Then XI/%, being a Cm 
function on the positive real line R +, belongs to A”. If h is an algebraic homotopy, 
then 
can be taken as a polynomial in t with coefficients in A”. Since (&I/“) = (I’&)~/*~ 
for every positive integer n, we have LX = 1 @ a,. This means that, if there is 
an algebraic homotopy from f to g: A + A, then f and g must coincide on the 
polynomial ring of x. 
We are going to see that the bar homotopy is an equivalence relation. Given any 
DG algebra map f: A - C, there is a bar homotopy from f to f, which is the 
composite DG algebra map 
B(A) + ,4 @ A .=% C @ Cm”ltiplicstio~ C, 
where the first arrow is given by w’[wr / ... 1 wr]w” H w’ @ w” or 0 according 
as r = 0 or >O. Thus the bar homotopy is reflexive. The symmetry of the bar 
homotopy arises from the DG algebra automorphism (1.4). 
If h’ is a bar homotopy from f. to fi and if h” is a bar homotopy from fi to fi , 
then there is a bar homotopy h from f. to fi given by 
w’[wl 1... 1 WJ wfi k+ 1 h’(w’[w, 1 *** / Wf]) h”([w,+1 1 ‘.. jWJW”). (2.2) O&V 
Observe that h is simply the composite DG algebra map of the comultiplication 
(1.3) followed by h’ aA h”. Thus the bar homotopy is transitive. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If two DG algebra maps f, g: A + C are bar homotopic, 
then they induce the same cohomology map. 
Proof. Let h be a bar homotopy from f to g. If w E A is closed, then 
gw - fw = h(-w[ ] + [ ]w) = hd[w] = dh[w]. 
Hence the proposition follows. 
The circular bar construction plays a significant role with respect to the bar 
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homotopy, for every pair of DG algebra maps f, g: A + C makes C a DG A @ A- 
module denoted by CC~,~) so that c . (a’ @ a”) = c(fu’)(ga”). Write 
B(f) g) = WA; Cur,,) 
and E,(f, g) = -%(A; Cti.d. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If fO andg,: A + C are respectively bar homotopic to fi and 
g, , theen Wfo 3 go) = &(fi 3 gd, * 3 0. 
It suffices to prove the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. If h is a bar homotopy from f,, to fi: A -+ C, then the Fltration 
preserving DG algebra map 
B(fO 9 g) - B(fl 7 g) (2.3) 
given by v @ [wl 1 .‘. 1 w,.] HX,,<~+. vh[w, I ... I wi] @ [w~+~ / ... I w,.] induces 
isomorphisms E,.(fo , g) E E,(f, , g), r > 0. 
Proof. The map (2.3) is the composite DG algebra map 
C(r,,s) 0 WV - Ceo,g) 0 (43 0 WN - Cul,e) 0 B(A) 
where the first arrow is induced by the comultiplication (1.3), and the second 
arrow is induced by the map C @ B(A) @ A @ B(A) -+ C @ B(A), which is 
given by 
~O[~~/~~~/~ilO~O~~i+~l~~~/~~l~~~~~~,I~~~I~il~~O~~i+~l~~~I~,1. 
The induced spectral sequence map on the Es-level is given by 
v 0 [q I ... I wsl + F-“+lB(f, , g) I--+ v 0 [w, I ..* I wsl + F-“+lB(f, , g). 
Hence the lemma follows. 
Finally, we point out that there is a corresponding notion of bar homotopy 
for DG A-modules as follows: 
DEFINITION. Let A be a CDG algebra and C, a DG vector space. Two DG 
A-module actions f, g: C @ A -+ C are bar homotopic if there exists a DG 
B(A)-module action h: C @ B(A) + C such that h(v @ w’[ 1) = f (v @ w’) and 
h(v @ [ ]w”) = g(v @ w”) for v E C and w’, w” E A. 
EXAMPLE. The ring of invariant polynomials under a connected compact 
Lie group is a free CG algebra k[x] over the real number field K, where x is a 
finite set of generators of even degree. Let A be the free CG algebra k[x] equipped 
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with the trivial differential, and let C be the de Rham complex of a differentiable 
manifold M. Every connection of a principal G-bundle over M induces a Weil 
homomorphism f: A + C, whose algebraic homotopy class and, consequently, 
bar homotopy class depend only on the given principal G-bundle. 
If g: A + C is the Weil homomorphism of a connection of another principal 
G-bundle over M, then the spectral sequence {&(f, g)}+, depends only on the 
two principal G-bundles. In particular, the differential 
dl : H(C) @ A+ = Efl(f, g) -+ E,o(f, g) = H(C) 
- 
which is given by c @ w F-+ c(gw - f%), is determined by the difference of the 
characteristic classes of the two principal G-bundles. 
3. COHOMOLOGY OF THE CIRCULAR BAR CONSTRUCTION 
The aim of this section is to establish Theorem 3.6, for which the Koszul 
complex and its generalization, the Koszul-Sulhvan complex, are necessary 
tools. 
Let K[x] denote the free CG algebra generated by a well ordered set x =(xi}, 
where each generator xi is of nonnegative degree. Let ~8” (resp. xod) be the subset 
of x consisting of generators of even (resp. odd) degree. Then k[x] = 
k[xev] @ k[~od], where k[~od] is a graded exterior algebra. 
Hereafter, we shall assume that x consists of generators of positive degree. 
Let f = {z~} be a copy of the set x with deg So = -1 + deg xi . Thereare two 
more free CG algebras, namely, k[~] and k[x, Sj. Let A,,,[%, X] denote the sub- 
space of k[x, X] spanned by monomials of the type 
By the Koszul complex (k[x, %I, &), we mean the CDG algebra, whose 
differential is given by dKxi = 0 and d& = xi for each index i. 
Remark. The above notion of a Koszul complex agrees with the usual 
definition only when x consists of even degree generators. The deviation is 
justified by the unrestricted validity of the next lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. The Koszul complex provides a free resolution 
e-0 2 k*,,[x, z] dK_ ... d k&x, s] -+ k[x] -5 k- 0, (3.1) 
of k as a k[x]-module via the augmentation E. 
Proof. It is usually assumed that x = x ev. In this case, there is an explicit 
contracting homotopy. (See [12].) In the presence of generators of odd degree, 
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a contracting homotopy can be constructed by an inductive application of 
Lemma A.1. The lemma then follows. 
Regard every CG algebra as a CDG with the trivial differential. Then B(k[x]) = 
W4xlxl; k 0 @I) = W> 44 W g ives rise to the bar resolution. The CDG 
algebra map 
4~ (4x, al,&) + &4X) (3.2) 
given by xi w [ ]xi and 4 F+ [xi] represents a map from the Koszul resolution 
(3.1) to the mentioned bar resolution. Tensoring with k, we obtain a CDG 
algebra map 
c&: k[z] + B(k[x]) (3.3) 
which sends each generator %i to [xi] and induces a cohomology isomorphism 
k[Fj = H(k[z]) N H(B(k[x])). (3.4) 
Every free CDG algebra k[x] has a filtration L such that L,k[x] is the n-th 
power of the augmentation ideal. Thus L,k[x] is spanned by monomials of the 
typexi *“xi,,r an. 
The:e is an induced filtration L of &k[x]) (resp. B(k[x])) such that L,$(k[x]) 
(resp. L,B(k[x])) is spanned by all [ur j ... 1 u,]u” (resp. [ui 1 ... 1 or]) withr >, 0, 
U” E L,-k[x] and ui E L,<k[x] such that n” + Clsi+ n, > n (resp. C ni > n). 
LEMMA 3.2. Every CG algebra map 0: k[%] -+ B(k[x]) such that 
hi - [xi] mod L,B(k[x]), 
is injective. 
Proof. Since 0 respects the filtration L, it suffices to show that the associated 
graded algebra map 
gr 0: k[g] = gr k[s] + gr B(k[x]) = B(k[x]) 
is injective. Observe that gr 0 is given by Xi t-+ [xi]. Hence the lemma follows from 
the isomorphism (3.4). 
Let xCi (resp. xsi) denote the subset of x consisting of all xi with j < i (resp. 
j < i). 
If a free CG algebra k[x] is equipped with a differential d such that dx, E 
L,k[x,,] for every index 2, then (k[x], d) is called a minimal DG algebra. 
DEFINITION. A Koszul-Sullivan complex of a minimal DG algebra (k[x], d) 
is a CDG algebra (k[x, 51, d) that extends (k[x], d) such that, for every index i, 
dZi = xi mod L,k[xci , ~1. (3.5) 
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Observe that a Koszul-Sullivan complex is a Koszul-Sullivan extension [lo] 
of the augmentation (K[x], d) -+ k. The condition (3.5) is not apparent from the 
definition of a Koszul-Sullivan extension but can be seen from the work [13]. 
LEMMA 3.3. Every minimal DG algebra (k[x], d) has a Koszul-Sullivan 
complex (k[x, %I, d) and a DG algebra map 
4: (4x, 34 - ~(&I, 4 = WM 4; k 0 (+I, 4) 
such that 4x( = [ ]xi and 4%; 3 [xi] mod L,&k[x], d) for each index i. 
Proof. Using Lemma A.l, we construct inductively a Koszul-Sullivan 
complex (k[x, z], d) equipped with a contracting homotopy s leaving both 
k[xCi, Q] and L,k[xCi, x,J stable for each index i. Moreover, dzi = 
-S dXi + Xi . 
Let E’: &k[x], d) + &k[x], d) be the DG algebra endomorphism given by 
[ui 1 ... j u,.]u” t+ 0 or [ ]EU” according as Y > 0 or = 0, where E is the augmenta- 
tion of k[x]. Let 
s’: B(k[x], d) + B(k[x], d) 
be the chain homotopy given by [z+ / ... j ~r]zJ’+ (-l)‘[Jur 1 ... 1 Jur 1 u”]. 
Then 
d’s’ + s’d’ = 1 - E’. 
Define 4 such that $xi = [ ]Xi and $si = s’+(-s dxi + xi). Since s dxi E 
L,k[x<, , %J, the DG algebra map 4 is well defined by induction. Moreover, 
s’4xi = [xi]. Hence the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.4. If (k[x, %], d) . as a K or&-Sullivan complex, then, for every index i, 
dzi - xi is an element of the ideal (xCi) generated by the set xii in k[x, FJ. 
Proof. By induction, assume that the lemma holds for the Koszul-Sullivan 
complex (k[xx,i , x,~], d). Write dFi - xi = C zc,,, where u~,~ E k,.,[x, z]. Then 
u,,, # 0 implies m + n > 2 and 
duo,, = ~,a-I mod C h&x, %I + C k+d$ ~1 ,( m>2 g>n-1 1 
where vi +I E kI,n-l[x, x]. It remains to show that u,,, = 0 for each n. 
Suppose that there exists a least integer n 2 2 such that u,,~ # 0. Then 
~i,~-i # 0, and, by the induction hypothesis, du,,, E (xJa. We obtain 
-dxi = d(dq - xi) = v,.~-~ mod c k,,*[x, X] + 1 k&x, X] . 
m>z q>n-1 
Since dxi E k[x], this forces the contradiction of vl,n--l = 0. Hence the lemma is 
proved. 
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LEMMA 3.7. Let (k[ji], d) b e a Koszul-Sullivan complex of a minimal DG 
algebra (k[x], d), and let +: (k[x, 51, d) + B(k[x], d) be a DG algebra map such that 
+xi = [ ]xi and& = [xi] mod L$(k[x], d)f or each index i. Then the commutative 
daagram 
(k[x, x], d) m &k’x], d) 
1 i I) 
44 F-+ B(k[x], d) 
can be completed by a DG algebra map 4, where the vertical arrows are the quotient 
maps. Moreover $ induces an isomorphism $*: k{x] N H(B(k[x], d)). 
Proof. The diagram can be completed because p+xi = p([ ]xi) = 0. The 
commutative diagram respects the filtration L and induces a commutative 
diagram of associated spectral sequences 
Computing the &-level terms of these spectral sequence, we obtain (E, , dJ = 
(k[x, x], dK), (Ei, , Jr) = k[x], (I?;, d;) = B(k[x]), and (Ei, &) = .&k[x]). 
Moreover, the maps $r and I$, coincide respectively with & and & given in (3.2) 
and (3.3). It follows from (3.4) that 
s!$ = k[x] N H(B(k-x])) = E; . 
Since the spectral sequence (E+. , ;E,) converges, the convergence of (I?;, &) 
follows. Hence the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be a CDG algebra and C, a DG A-module. Let 
2: (k[x], d) --) A be a minimal model of A, and let 
4: (4% ~1, d) - @[xl, 4 = B((k[xl> 4; k 0 (k[xl, 4) 
be a DG algebra map from a Koszul-Sullivan complex to &(k[x], d) such that +xi = 
[ ]xi and +s~ z [xi] mod L,&k[x], d). Let C be taken as a DG(k[x], d)-module 
through the DG algebra map x. Then the composite DG algebra map 
(C 0 @I, 6) = C Owc~.d) (k[x, xl,4 - C Ocle[o~.d) &W, 4 
= B((k[x], d); k @ C) + B(A; k @ C) 
induces a cohomology isomorphism, where the first arrow is induced by 4 and the 
second arrow is induced by x. 
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Proof. The above composite DG algebra map preserves the filtration by the 
degree of C and gives rise to a composite map of the associated Leray spectral 
sequences, which, on the &-level, becomes 
H(C) @ kpq --j H(C) @ H(B(k[x], d)) -+ H(C) @ H@(A)). 
The first arrow is an isomorphism owing to Lemma 3.5, and the second arrow 
is an isomorphism owing to Lemma 1.1. Hence the theorem follows. 
Remark. The composite DG algebra map 
(k[x, x], d) + B(k[x], d) -+ B(A; k @ A) 
is a key step for the above theorem. The role of the minimal model is to replace 
A by the minimal DG algebra, for which there is a Koszul-Sullivan complex. 
On the other hand, if A is a de Rham complex, then B(A; k @ A) isomorphic 
to a complex of iterated integrals [5]. In this way, the theory of minimal 
models and that of iterated integrals are related. In this respect, see also [3]. 
For computing the cohomology of B(A; C) for a DG A @ A-module C, we 
suggest the notion of a two-sided Koszul-Sullivan complex generalizing that of a 
two-sided Koszul complex [l] as follows: A two-sided Koszul-Sullivan complex 
of a minimal DG algebra (k[x], d) is a DG algebra (k[x] @ k[x, ~1, d) with 
d(~~@l)=dx,@l,d(l @xi)= 1 @&and 
d(l @ xi) ZG -xi @ 1 + 1 @ .x~ mod L,(k[x,,] @ k[+ , .F<~]) 
for each index i. (See also [13].) 
The two sided Koszul-Sullivan complex thus defined has a natural two sided 
DG (k[x], d)-module structure. Further conditions need to be imposed on 
the complex in order to make the following properties valid: 
(a) There exists a DG algebra map 
8: WI 0 4% 51, d”) -+ B(W], 4 
with +(xi @ 1) = XJ 1, $(l @ xi) = [ ]+ and @* = [xJ mod L,B(k[x], d). 
(b) There is a commutative diagram 
(k[x] @ k[x, a], d) A-+ B(k[x], d) 
1 
C@l 
i 
P 
(kbx, 4, 4 + l W[4, 4 
where E is the augmentation of k[x], 4 is a DG algebra map as described in 
Lemma 3.5, and p” is the quotient map. 
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It follows from the same lemma that 4 leads to an isomorphism 
$*: k[%] N H(B(k[x], d)). 
The next assertion can then be proved in the same way as Theorem 3.6. 
Let A be a CDG algebra and C, a DG A @ A-module. Let x: (Iz[x], d) ---f A 
be a minimal model of A. If a two sided Koszul-Sullivan complex (k[x] @ 
k[x, x], d) as described above exists, then the composite DG algebra map 
(C 0 44, 3 = c O(r[ll,d)~,(lctzl,d)(k[Xl 0 k[% Xl, 2) - w44 a C) 
+ B(iZ; C) 
induces a cohomology isomorphism, where the first arrow is induced by 4 and the 
second arrow by x. 
APPENDIX 
Let A be a CDG algebra with an augmentation E*: A + k CA and a con- 
reacting homotopy sA: A + A such that d,s, + s,dA = 1 A - Ed and cAsA = 0. 
Then dAsAsA = sAsAdA and dAsAdA = dA - dAEA . 
Let A’ be the CG algebra obtained from A by adjoining two free generators 
y and y of degree Y and Y - 1 respectively, Y > 1. Thus there is a CG algebra 
isomorphism A’ N k[y, y] @ A. Extend Ed to an augmentation E of A’ so that 
my = my = 0. Let A[y] denote the subalgebra of A’ generated by A and y. 
LEMMA A.l. If d, extends to a d#erential d of A[y] with dy E A, then d can 
be further extended to a d#erential of A’ so that 
djj = -sA dy + y. 
Moreover, sA can be extended to a contracting homotopy s of A’ with sy = 7, 
~s=Oanddsfsd=l~,-E. 
Proof. Since d(-sA dy + y) = 0, the CDG algebra (A’, d) is well defined. 
Observe that A is acyclic. A graded vector subspace V of A can be chosen so 
that A = k @ V @ dV and E~V = 0. It remains to extend the contracting 
homotopy. 
Consider first the case where the degree of y is even. Then ya = 0, and A’ 
has an ascending filtration F with 
F,A’ = A + c (yz+lA + yyLA), p > 0. 
O<Z<P 
Set F-,A’ = A. Since dyP+l = (p + 1) yP dy and d( yy*) = yP+l - ynsA dy - 
pjiyp--1 dy, the differential d respects the filtration F. We are going to show 
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inductively that, if the contracting homotopy sA extends to FDelA’, p > 0, then 
it can be further extended to FDA’. Since 
FDA’ = F,-,A’ @ yp+l(K 0 dV 0 V) 0 Yyp(k @ dv @ V), (A.11 
we need only to define s on each of the above direct summands. 
Observe that F,-, A’ is acyclic. In order to define u = sypfr, solve the equation 
du + s dy”+l = yp+l for u in FDA’. If p = 0, set u = y. For p > 0, we have 
d(u - 7~“) = --s dy*+l + y% dy + pyyp--l dy EF=-~A’, 
where the r.h.s. is closed and, consequently, exact in F,-,A’. We obtain 
syp+l = yy” + s(-s dy P+l + y% dy + #yP-l dy). (A.21 
In order to define u = s( yy”), solve the equation 
du + s(yP+l - y% dy - @yp--l dy) = yyp 
or, owing to (A.2), the equivalent equation du = ss dypfl for u in FDA’. We 
obtain 
s( yyy”) = sss dyP+l. (A.3) 
In order to define s on the direct summands yp+l dV and ypi-l V, let v E V and 
x = yp+l. For u = s(z dv), solve the equation 
du + sd(z dv) = x dv 
or, the equivalent equation 
d(u - Jzv) = -(dJz)v - s((dz) dv), (A-4) 
where the r.h.s. is closed in F,-,A’. Thus we may let 
s(z dv) = Jzv - s[(dJz)v + x((dz) dv)]. (A.5) 
In order to define u = s(zv), solve the equation du = sd(zv) = zv or, owing to 
(A.5), the equivalent equation 
du = s((dz>v), (A4 
whose r.h.s. is closed in F,-,A’. Therefore we may set u = ss((dz)v). For any 
a E F,-,A’ + yP+lA, sa is now a well defined element with dsa + s da = a - ea. 
Let z = yyp instead. We determine u = s(z dv) (resp. s(zv)) also through 
solving the equation (A.5) (resp. (A.6)). The r.h.s. of the equation now is closed 
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and lies inF,-,A’ + yp+lA. Therefore the equation can be solved for u as before. 
Thus the lemma is established for the case where y is of even degree. 
Let y be of odd degree so that y2 = 0. Then 
d(yjq = 7” dy - qypn-1 dy 
and dyq+l = (n + l)(yyQ - J~S dy). The differential d respects the ascending 
filtration F of A’ given by 
F,A’ = F,plA + c (yjjzA + yz+lA). 
O<ZQ 
For u = s(yy~), solve the equation du + sd( yyg) = yyQ or the equivalent 
equation 
d(u - yQ+l/(q + 1)) = -sd(yjq + j% dy, 
whose r.h.s. is a closed element a ofF,-,A’. We may set 
s(yyQ) = y+qq + 1) - sa. (A-7) 
For u = syg+l, solve the equation du + s dyq+l = pi-r or, owing to (A.7), the 
equivalent equation 
du = (q+ l)[sa + s(~~sdy)], 
whose r.h.s. is closed in FUelA’. The rest of the argument is identical to that of 
the even degree case. Hence the lemma is proved. 
Remark. Let (k[x, K], d) b e a minimal DG algebra and let A = k[xci , ~1. 
Assume that dA coincides with don k[x,,] and that sA leaves L,k[xci , Q] stable. 
According to the above lemma, dA extends to A’ = k[xsi , Q] and coincides 
with d on k[x,J so that dgi = -sA dxi + xi . Moreover, sA extends to a con- 
tracting homotopy of A’ leaving Lak[xGi , Q] stable. 
The next lemma gives a direct verification of the map X given in (1.4). 
LEMMA A.2. The map h: B(A) + B(A) is a DG algebra automorphism. 
Proof. First we are going to verify that X is a DG map. Write 7 = TV. 
Recall that ~(7; 4) is the sign difference between the products uI ... r~? and 
‘% ++* v1 where or ,..., v,. are homogeneous elements of respective degree or ,..., q7 
in an arbitrary CG algebra. Set ) 4 1 = qr + ... + q7. Then 
47; 41 ,***, qi-1 P 1 + Qi 3 4i+l T..-Y qr) = (-l>‘q’+*i E(T; 4); 
4Tr-1 ; 41Y.P qi-1, 1 + !7c + !&"I, qitz,..., QJ = (-1) 
1+/41+(1+QiM+vi+l) 
E(C 4). 
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We have 
= -(-1)’ [ ] zur . E(T?-~ ; q2 ,..., qr) [q. i ... 1 w2] 
= q-1)’ 45 4) JCWT I ... I %I% ; 
~[Jw, / 3’. 1 dw, 1 .” j ZU~] 
= (-pd+fJi ~(7; q) [wr 1 ... 1 dwi / ... 1 JwJ = [Jw, / ... / dwi I ... / wJ; 
XIJwl j ..* I JWiW~,l I ... I %I 
= (-1) ~+igl+(l+d(l+Qi+l) E(T; q) [Wr 1 . . . / Jwiwi+, / . . . / Jwl] 
= 4~; q) [Jw, I ... I Jwi+~i I ... Iql; 
h(J[w, / *.. ) w,-&d 
= (-I)‘-1 E(T,-1 ; q1 ,...) !lT-1) J[WT-1 I ... I WI1 . WA I
= -(-l)T E(7; q) w,[w,-I I ... / w,]. 
Thus hd,[w, 1 ... i w,] = d&w1 I ... I wT], and h is a DG map. 
Next we are going to show that h preserves the shuffle multiplication. Let 7’ 
be the permutation of r + s letters such that T’(;) = Y - i for 1 < i < r and 
T’(Y + j) = Y + s - j for 1 < j < S. Let q’ = (qr ,..., qr) and 4” = (qrfl , . . . . qr+J. 
Then 
4Wl ~ ... i Wr] . A[%+, ! “’ I %+,I 
= (- 1y+3 e(7’; q’, q”) [WY j . . . I WJ . [w,+, / ” * I w,+J 
= (-l)T+s l(7’; q’, ql) c 4% 4:’ 1 4:‘) [W,(l) I .” I W&+s,l 
summing over all (r, s)-shuffles w. On the other hand, 
Y[Wl ... I %I * [%+1 I ... I w,+sl> 
= (-l)r+s 1 40; 4’9 4”) +-,+s ; ai 7 43 [%b+s) I ... I %d- 
Observe that, for any permutations ti and /3 of r letters, ~(a’; q) ~(8; qry) = ~(a@; q). 
Hence the proof is concluded. 
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